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1INTRODUCTION
Interest in the field of radiation transport in binary stochastic media has been
growing. Here, the "stochasticity" of the problem refers to the probability of finding
one of the two materials in the randomly-mixed medium at any point in space and
time. In other words, only one material can be present at any given position and
time since the materials are not allowed to mix at the atomic level. We thus obtain
a background consisting of randomly sized "chunks" of the two materials which are
in turn randomly distributed throughout the medium.
This is a significant departure from common practice. Currently, if a medium con-
sists of two or more materials, the properties are flux-volume averaged to conserve
reaction rates. This then produces a medium of a single "homogenized" material. Re-
alistically, however, materials in nature have heterogeneous and stochastic properties.
While the "homogenized" calculations have generally been acceptable, incorporating
the statistics of the problem will yield more accurate results.
Research on this subject could prove invaluable for countless applications.In
medicine, for one, optical tomography and image reconstruction are vital for diag-
noses. Stochastic models have been suggested to provide more detailed descriptions of
imaging through biological tissues [Arr 97]. Geologists have also represented ground-
water transport with stochastic models. In this case, the statistics are used to generate
geometries of various sediments in two- and three- dimensions [Har 84]. Radiation
transport through clear and cloudy atmospheres can be described as a binary stochas-
tic process. Here, the transition probabilities within the multicomponent mediumare
characterized by a number of statistical models [Tit 90], [Mal 93], [Su 94], [Zuev 95].
Any climate changes could then be predicted from the transmitted and reflected2
radiation. In reactor physics, fuel elements have randomly distributed burnable poi-
son grains, but current calculations do not accurately account for this heterogeneity.
Moreover, two-phase flow can be considered a mixture of two materials: one for each
phase. This is especially evident in the liquid water and vapor mixtures of boiling
water reactors. Radiation shielding and protection calculations must also precisely
depict the shield properties. For example, concrete is not a homogeneous material,
rather it consists of randomly distributed materials such as sand and water.
Although the potential of stochastic transport theory was recognized very early,
its complexity prompted most research to focus in the non-stochastic area.The
objective of stochastic transport calculations is to determine "ensemble-averaged"
(mean) values of the particle intensity by averaging over all physical realizations of
the background medium. In doing so, the variance, which describes the deviation
of the solution from the mean, and other higher statistical moments could also be
computed. Assuming the statistics of the medium are known, each realization is
generated through either a deterministic or Monte Carlo procedure. The ensuing
transport problem is solved, and the process is repeated for all possible statistical
realizations. However, the accuracy of the solutions is directly related to the number
of realizations: improved accuracy requires more realizations. Likewise, an infinite
amount of realizations would yield a zero error but is computationally impossible.
An approximate model of stochastic transport that already contain the ensemble-
averaged particle intensity as an unknown provides a suitable alternative. Levermore
et al. [Lev 86] and Pomraning [Porn 86], first derived an exact one-dimensional linear
transport equation for the ensemble-averaged angular flux. In the case of a purely-
absorbing two-fluid statistical mixture, the resulting solution was shown to agree with
the expected exponential attenuation result. Pomraning [Porn 89] later proposed a
model of two coupled transport equations for neutral particle transport in a binary
Markovian mixture. This robust model could be applied to more general transport3
problems, including mixtures of more than two materials. Su and Pomraning also
investigated mixtures with non-Markovian mixing properties [Su 93].
Adams et al. [MAda 89] derived a similar coupled transport model (the "Adams-
Larsen-Pomraning" model) which treats correlation lengths between zero and infinity.
This model is obtained by conserving particle balance across an interface then closed
with a simple approximation.While the set of coupled transport equations was
derived for arbitrary statistics, the considerations were later restricted to mixtures
obeying homogeneous Markov statistics. In these cases, the "no-memory" statistics
are identical throughout the system and spatially-independent.In the absence of
scattering, the Adams-Larsen-Pomraning model is exact.
While there has been extensive research and literature regarding this coupled
transport model, including benchmark calculations [MAda 89] and model compar-
isons [Mal 92], the issue of efficient iteration schemes for the numerical solution of
these equations has yet to be addressed.The Adams-Larsen-Pomraning coupled
transport model, similar to the general integro-differential Boltzmann transport equa-
tion, can be solved using a number of iterative methods. In this paper, we analyze
three such candidate iteration schemes that could be applied to this model. Each
scheme is tested on a variety of problems, including those of Adams et al. [MAda 89].
Throughout the transport community, it is widely known that for iterative prob-
lems involving highly- or purely- scattering materials, the standard Source Iteration
process can converge very slowly, if at all. The test cases include these scattering
characteristics, thus our algorithms for solving the Adams-Larsen-Pomraning cou-
pled transport model could be adversely affected.A technique to accelerate the
convergence rate is therefore necessary in such instances.
This coupled model is analogous to the multigroupSNtransport equations with
neutron upscattering. Adams and Morel [BAda 93] developed a highly-efficient two-ru
grid acceleration scheme for these problems. We propose a two-grid acceleration
technique based on the same algorithm to improve the convergence rate of the fully-
implicit method. While the two-grid methods are similar in that both collapse the
multi- "group" equations to a single low-order equation, the methods differ in the fact
that we apply transport equations for both grids. However, our effectively-mixed low-
order transport equation must be accelerated as well: effective scattering ratios near
unity will cause the low-order Source Iteration to converge slowly. Diffusion synthetic
acceleration (DSA) is a proven, unconditionally stable method which converges much
more rapidly than Source Iteration alone.
We perform Fourier analyses of the unaccelerated and accelerated systems with
analytic-in-space and discretized-in-space calculations. We also verify these results
by implementing our iterative methods and observing their convergence behaviors.
The theoretical and computational results indicate that this two-grid acceleration
scheme, when applied to the fully-implicit method, greatly improves the convergence
rate therefore requiring fewer iterations and computational time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.In Section 2, we derive
the Adams-Larsen-Pomraning coupled transport model from the standard three-
dimensional transport equation following the development in [MAda 89]. We then
apply the assumption of homogeneous Markov mixing statistics to the model. Sec-
tion 3 contains a description of three candidate iterative methods for the coupled
model in one-dimensional slab geometry. This section also includes the results of a
Fourier analysis of each of these schemes. Our proposed two-grid acceleration scheme
is described and analyzed in Section 4.In Section 5, we derive and implement a
diffusion synthetic acceleration system for the coarse-grid transport approximation.
We finally submit our conclusions and suggestions for future work in Section 6.2 ANALYTIC COUPLED BINARY MIXTURE TRANSPORT
In this section, we derive a system of two coupled transport equations to de-
scribe particle flow in a binary stochastic mixture.It is this system that we refer
to as the "Adams-Larsen-Pomraning" coupled transport model. While we formulate
the coupled equations for three-dimensional geometry, we assume time-independent,
monoenergetic transport with isotropic scattering. The mixing statistics, though ar-
bitrary, are presumed to be known. For this study, we confine our attention to systems
with homogeneous Markov statistics.
2.1Derivation of the Coupled Transport Model
We begin the derivation from the general time-independent, monoenergetic neu-
tron transport equation with isotropic scattering:
where,
- a3(r)J(r,')d'+S(r,), (1)
4ir 4ir
r = spatial vector,
= angular vector,
J' (r, 1) = angular flux,
a(r)= macroscopic total cross-section,
o (r)= macroscopic scattering cross-section,
S(r, 1) = external source.
For a particular realization of the statistics, we consider an arbitrary convex vol-
ume, V, which is bounded by the surface, B, and is composed of materials 1 and
2. Performing a particle balance in material 1 in V, for example, equates the gain
of particles with the loss of particles. Therefore, we multiply the transport equationof (1), by a characteristic function for material 1
0 51,if r is in material 1
i(r)
o,otherwise
and then integrate over the volume, V. The resulting equation is
f 0 (r) [n.
J(r,)ds + f (ni )(r,)ds + f 0 (r)(r)(r,)
01(
(r)f(r,')dQ'dr+f01 (r)Si (r,)dr, (2) = r)
Iv 4 V
where we have defined
[leakae loss across the] f 0 (r) {n.1J(r, I) ds, (3a) bounding surface B B
leakage loss across the
Linternal surfaces F in1]f
1 (r,)ds. (3b)
Here, n is the normal unit vector pointing at a local surface point on B, while n1
denotes the local normal unit vector in the outward direction from material 1.
Thus far, we have not made any approximations, and for a particular realiza-
tion, (2) is exact. An ensemble-averaging over all the realizations produces a useful
description. We now define the parameters
Pi (r)=(9 (r)), (4a)
(01 (r)'J)(r,
(4b)
(01(r))
where the(.)represents the ensemble-averaged quantities. Also, Pi is the probability
of finding material 1 at position r, and 'i (r, T) is the ensemble-averaged angular flux
given that r is in material 1.
Ensemble-averaging (2) over all statistical realizations yields
fP1 (r)[n.]i(r,)ds + (f (ni )(r,)ds)+fP1 (r) a1 (r)i(r,)dr
Pi(
a81 (r)f
(r,') d'dr + f Pi (r) S1 (r,)dr. (5) = r)
fv 4 V7
Note that the averaging operator could be performed on all terms except the leakage
term across the internal surface F.In other words, the volume V and bounding
surfaceBare common to all realizations, but not this surface integral.
Next, the divergence theorem allows us to convert the closed surface integral over
Binto a volume integral, and as the volume approaches zero, we find
where
Vp (r) ''i (r, 1) + ai (r) P1 (r)'j5(r,)
ai (r)f
P'(r)i (r,')d'+p1 (r)Si (r,) +i (r,), (6)
471- 4
i(r,)=lim[i(f(ni.(r)ds)] (7)
v-+o
To this point, we have yet to make any approximations, and our system of (6)
is still formally exact for arbitrary statistics.It is in the probabilities Pi and the
coupling terms of (7) that the statistics of the problem are incorporated.
Particle balance across a material interface suggests that Xi(r, IZ)=X2(r, 1). In
turn, we can rewrite (7) as the sum of two integrals corresponding to each direction:
n1I<Oandn1I>O,
Xi (r,) =lim[(f
(fl2 )(r,)ds)(f
(nirn(r,)ds)].(8)
While the second quantity in (8) is the gain of particles incident on material 1 from
material 2, the last term is simply the outgoing transmission of particles from material
1, or,
T1= lim1f(ni.(r)ds)]
vo LV\,
Multiplying and dividing (9) by the same quantity,
T1=urn (ni.)(r)ds)x v*o
(9)
([(ni.)ds)1 \1
1(ni.)ds)]
(10)
\We recognize that
(ni
is dependent on the statistics, so we represent this as
p1(r)1/[ (ni.)ds) (11)
Vi(r,1)V \
whereA1(r, Il) is also a statistically-dependent geometric quantity. We will discuss
this term in greater detail later in Section 2.2.The interface ensemble-averaged
angularflux, ,L'1(r, 1) is defined as,
/J
(ni (r,)ds)
\ri (12) (r,)
(n )ds)
and (10) subsequently simplifies to
T1
p1(r)J1(r,). (13)
A1(r,1l)
We must relate the interface ensemble-averaged angularflux,(r, Il), to the
volumetric ensemble-averaged angularflux,(r, 1k), found in (6). To do so, we make
the approximation
Thus, (13) becomes
(r, 1) (r, Il). (14)
Pi (r)
T1
K1(r, 1)'"
(r, 1), (15)
and the coupling terms, Xi(r, 1), in (8) reduce to
xi(r, Il)
P2(r) Pi (r)
A2(rM)"
(r,1)
A1(r, (r,1). (16)By substituting (16) into (6), we arrive at the first of two transport equations:
Vpi (r) Vi (r, ç) + at (r) Pi (r) iI'i (r, Ifl
a81 (r)f
Pi (r)(r,') d' + Pi (r) Si (r,) 4ir 4ir
P2 (r) (r,)
Pt (r)
i(r,). (17)
A2(r,1)
We likewise infer that, by following the same procedure, we could derive a similar
equation governing particle balance in material 2,
l Vp2 (r)2(r, 1) + a2 (r) P2 (r) ?I)2 (r, 1)
U82 (r)
1P2 (r)2(r,') d' + P2 (r) 52 (r,rn 4ir
P1(r) p2(r)
1(r, 1) '/'2 (r, 1). (18)
Ki(r,1)
Equations (17) and (18) comprise the Adams-Larsen-Pomraning coupled stochas-
tic transport model.Solving this system of equations allows one to calculate the
ensemble-averaged angular flux:
((r, 1))=Pi(r)(r, 1) + P2 (r)2(r, 1). (19)
It is worthwhile to re-emphasize several aspects of this derivation. First, no approxi-
mations were made until (14), so the system given by (6) is exact. Furthermore, the
system has been derived for arbitrary statistics and is therefore independent from the
type of statistical model chosen.
2.2Markov Statistics
Now that we have established the coupled set of transport equations, we must
address the treatment of the statistics so that we can formally close the system. In10
this study, we describe the mixing properties with homogeneous Markov statistics to
formulate expressions for the probabilities, p andP2,and for the statistical quantities,
Ki(r, 1) and K2(r, 1k).
Although particle transport in itself is a stochastic process, it is vital that we
make a careful clarification. In our use of the term "stochastic process," we refer to
the properties of a binary mixture as a function of space. Therefore, while we are not
absolutely certain which material is present at a particular location, we do know the
probability of a given material being present.
A special class of stochastic processes are predominantly found in physics and
chemistry. These processes are known asMarkov,or "no-memory," processes where
the underlying feature is that the conditional probability density could be determined
without knowledge and/or dependence of the values at prior or subsequent locations.
In other words, finding a particle at a particular location is not dependent on where
it was previously, nor does it have an influence on its next location. For the case of
Markov statistics,A(i,2)(r, 1) are the Markov transition lengths for materials 1 and
2, respectively.
A sub-class of a Markov process occurs when the statistics are homogeneous, that
is, all points on a line have identical statistical properties and are thus independent
of position. Without the dependence, we rewrite the probabilities as
P(1,2) = P(1,2)(r), (20)
and likewise the transition lengths
= A(i,2)(r, 1). (21)
Mathematically, we can describe a few relevant statistical parameters. First, let
1(1,2)('r) represent the probability density function for a segment of lengthTin material11
1 or 2. In turn,
IProbability of a segment of material 1 or 2
Lhaving a length lying betweenrandr +dr] () d. (22)
The mean chord length, A(i,2), or average segment size, in material 1 or 2 is then
determined by
A(i,2) f T'f(i,2) (i') di', (23)
and relates the probabilitiesP(1,2)of finding each material such that
A1 A2
P1
A1 + A2
andP2 = (24)
A1+A2'
where the mean chord lengths are exponentially distributed as
1
1(1,2) (T)= e_n/A(1,2). (25)
A(i,2)
Pornraning [Porn 91] has shown that in the case of homogeneous Markov statistics,
the mean chord lengths A(1,2) are equal to the Markov transition lengthsA(i,2).Thus,
ifA1 = A1andA2 =A2, then (24) is equivalently
A1 A2
Pi =-andP2 =
. (26)
Likewise,
1
1(1,2) (T)= e_n/A(1,2)
A(i,2)
(27)
Using this statistical model, we represent the two transport equations of the
Adams-Larsen-Pomraning coupled stochastic system as:
IlVp1(r, Il) + ai (r)p11(r,l)
si(r)
fPii (r,')d1' + P1S1(r,)
P2 Pi + pi (r,Z)'Pi (r, 1) (28a)
4ir 4ir A2 A112
1 Vp22 (r,1) +a2 (r)p22 (r,1)
P1. P2. Us2 (r)fP22(r,') d' + p2S2 (r,)+ (r,) (r,)
.(28b)
47r
We observe several features of these equations. In the limit where the Markov transi-
tion lengths (or mean chord lengths) were to increase without bound, the two equa-
tions de-couple from one another. On the other hand, if the lengths were to decrease
to zero, the influence of the coupling terms would be more pronounced. The effects
of these characteristics will be evident in our analyses of Sections 3 and 4.13
31-D COUPLED STOCHASTIC TRANSPORT
For the remainder of this study, we consider the stochastic transport problem in
one-dimensional slab geometry. In this section, we first formulate the appropriate
system of equations for the Adams-Larsen-Pomraning coupled transport model. We
then discuss three candidate iteration schemes in an attempt to solve the resulting
system, and we derive a Fourier analysis for each. The results from the analyses are
presented both analytically- and discretized- in space.
3.1Derivation of the 1-Dimensional Model
We begin by recalling Equations (28a) and (28b) from Section 2.2 which represent
the closed system of three-dimensional transport equations:
Vp(r, 1) + a1 (r)pi'(r, 1)
a81 (r)fPii (r,') d' + p1S1 (r,)+ Pi
A2
1(r, 1)i'i (r, 1)
4ir A1
.Vp/, (r, Il) + a2 (r) P2b2 (r, 1)
U2 (r)[P22 (r,') d+ P282 (r,)+ (r,) (r,) 4ir
In the Cartesian coordinate system, the streaming operator of (28a) and (28b) can
be expressed as
a a 1 V +'i]+/c---, (30)
axay az
where the direction cosines are defined as dot products of the direction vector for
each of the three cases14
However, in one-dimensional slab geometry, we assume azimuthal symmetry about
the x axis. Therefore, the angular flux is independent of variations in the y and z
dimensions, and the streaming operator of (30) reduces to a single term
(31)
From (31), we can rewrite (28a) and (28b) for one-dimensional slab geometry
Pii (x,t) + Ui(x) Pii (x,)
si(x)
I1 Pii (x,') d1i' +P22(x, i)Pii (x,),(32a)
2 1 A2 A1
PP22(x,p) +a2(x)p22(x,p)
ax
Us2(x)
f P22 (x,') d' + (x, ) P22(x,it).(32b)
21
It is for this system of one-dimensional transport equations that we propose three
candidate iteration schemes.However, (32a) and (32b) introduce coupling terms
which warrant an explanation. If the average slab thickness of material 1 is A1, then
the mean chord length seen by a particle traveling in the directionit,or cos 0, within
material 1 isAi/jtj.This is illustrated in Figure 1.
mean chord
Fig. 1: Particle direction in slab geometry
3.2Candidate Iterative Schemes
The Adams-Larsen-Pomraning coupled stochastic transport model could be solved
through a variety of methods. We present three such iterative procedures here. For15
convenience, we use (n) to denote outer iteration levels, and () for inner loop iteration
levels.
3.2.1Fully-Explicit Scheme
We first consider a fully-explicit iteration scheme by which both coupling terms
are lagged to the previous iteration level. This scheme incorporates nested iteration
loops: an inner loop over the scattering term and an outer loop over the coupling
terms. The coupled model is thus represented as:
a (n+1) (n+l)(x) + ai (x) Pii(x,t)
1 II I
1(x) (n+1) iLI (ri) I/il (n)
2tip1p1
(x, p') d' + P2P2(x, XP11
(x, t)(33a)
(x, p) +a2(x)P2r(x,)
1
Us2 (x) (n+1) I/il (n) /11 (n)
2/i P22(x,')dj/ +XP11
(x, 1u) p2'b2(x, i).(33b)
It is key to note that we have assumed the scattering term of the inner loop has been
converged, and (33) therefore incorporates the latest scalar flux solutions from (+ 1).
3.2.2Partially-Implicit Scheme
The second iteration scheme involves a partially-implicit treatment of the coupling
terms. This scheme is given by:
a (n+1) (n+l)(x, i) + a (x)p11 (x,) ax
1
I I
I[LI (n) a81 (x)
I
(m+l)
(x,') d' +P22(x,)
lI(n+1)(x,)(34a)
2116
(x, i) +a2(x)P2'(x, j)
1 I I
cr32 (x)
I
(n+1) I/I (n) I/I (n+1)
P2I)2 (x, p') dp' +XP11
(x, a)XP22 (x,).(34b)
21
We note that rather than lagging both coupling terms to the previous iteration step,
we instead promote only the within-material coupling term. For example, (34a) de-
scribes a particle balance in material 1, so its corresponding coupling term is promoted
to the (n + 1) iteration level. Again, we assume that we have already converged the
inner loop over the scattering term within a given tolerance.
3.2.3Fully-Implicit Scheme
Since the partially-implicit and fully-explicit iteration schemes lag one or both
of the coupling terms, we instead introduce a fully-implicit scheme to eliminate the
necessity for nested iteration loops. This coupled model can be written as:
(x,) +ai(x)
(t+1)
( t)
(x,)(35a)
a81(x)
f'Pi'(x,') d' +
(t+1)
)A1
Pp2(t+1)(xp)+a2(x)p2(x,p)
1
IP (+i) P1 (t+1) s2(x)
f
(t)
(x, p') dp +Pij (x, ) P22(x, p).(35b)
2 A1
We see that this coupled system can now be solved using the Source Iteration (SI)
technique: we first guess the scattering terms at () and then iterate until convergence.
3.3Analysis
The Fourier analysis technique is a very powerful tool for investigating iteration
schemes.Its concept is straightforward: we wish to represent a matrix system in17
terms of iteration operators and eigenvalues. By computing the eigenvalues, w, for
each Fourier mode, A, we can predict the convergence behavior and effectiveness of
a given iteration scheme. We define the spectral radius p as the maximum of the
eigenvalues corresponding to the iteration operator:
p = sup w (A)
A
(36)
The value of the spectral radius indicates the amount by which the error is reduced
from iteration to iteration
( converges , for p < 1
p p fails to converge,for p = 1
( diverges, for p > 1
Therefore, we must develop an iteration scheme where, for convergence, the magni-
tude of the error decreases between subsequent iterations.
3.3.1Fully-Explicit Scheme
Subtracting (33) from (32) yields an exact system for the iterate errors:
where
__p4fl+i)(xt)+ ai (x)
(n+l)(x,/4
1 ii I
Usi(x) (n+1) i/LI (n) [LI (n)
211iPii (x, ii') d[L' +P22(3,/4Pii(x,/4(37a)
8 (n+1) (n+i)
/LTP2f2 (x, ii) + 2 (x) P22 (x,/4
1
I I
Us2(x) (n+1) I[LI (n) 1/21 (n)
2fiP22
(x, ii') d[L' +''
(x, /1)XP2f2(x,/4,(37b)
(n+1) (n+1) i(x,/2)= Ii(x, [L)'lPi (x, (38a)
(n+1)
2(x,ii) 2(x,/4
(n+1)(x,). (38b)iI
We assume the solution to the error equation of (37) can be expressed as the Fourier
ansatz:
(n) ('J (n) pi1(x, i) = wi(ii) (39a)
(n)
P22(x,) W2 (p)e. (39b)
Here we have defined w as the iteration eigenvalue,(p) as its eigenvector, ) as the
Fourier mode, and i as the imaginary numbers/1i.Substituting this relationship
into (37) yields the eigensystem:
U(x)
J1
(n')d']= () w[(iRA+ a (x))i ()
2 1 A2 i(ii) (40a)
Us2(x)
(ii')dy!]= () 2(Ii).(40b) w[(iA+a2(x))2()
2
3.3.2Partially-Implicit Scheme
Subtracting (34) from (32) results in another exact system for the iterate errors:
(x) + ai (x)
(fl+l)(x t)
1 ii
s1(x) (n+1) lIr (n) ['j (n+1)
21i Pi1(x)(41a) p1c1 (x, it') d' +X_P2C2(x,
A1
(n+1) (n+1) /P212 (x,bl) +02 (x)p22(x,p)
1
cr82 (x) (n+1) i/LI (n) IbtI (n+i)
21iP22
(x,1u') dii' +1fi(x, i)1P22(x, ii)(41b)
Assuming the errors can again be represented with the Fourier ansatz of (39), the
eigenvalue problem becomes:
hp) I (ii')dii'] "
1
W[(i/iA+a1(x) +
A 2 = (ii) (42a)19
5s2(X)J(
W + U2(x) +
2 -1
1)d/i']= (n). (42b)
3.3.3Fully-Implicit Scheme
Subtracting (35) from (32) gives an exact equation for the iterate errors:
where
a (+1) _'1(x,/i)+ai(x)pifi(xjt)
Usi(x)
I1
Pi(x, j') dt'4
(E+1) (t+1)
2 A2P2E2(xjL)Pii(x,) (43a)
A1
a (t+1) PP22(xjt)+a2(x)p22(x'I)
a82(x)
P24(x,') d[L'Pii P22(x,),(43b) +
(+1)(xt)
ii4 (+1)
2 -1 A2
(+1)(x,) =(x,) (x, t) (44a)
(+1)
2
. (44b)
We substitute similar Fourier ansatz of (39) into (43) to arrive at the eigenvalue
system:
w + a (x) )L2 (u)]
U$(x)
f(')d' (45a) +AA 2 -1
w[2 + 2(x)
+
-i
]
Us2(x)
J1
2 (P1)d'. (45b)
2 -1
This system is similar to Source Iteration when applied to a two spatial unknown
per zone slab geometry transport discretization such as the linear discontinuous (LD)
method.20
3.4Results
We now compare our Fourier analyses of these candidate iteration schemes. The
material data for a, cr3, and A were taken from the benchmark cases of Adams et
al. [MAda 89] such that the ensemble-averaged total cross-section, (o), is equal to
unity. Table 1 lists the a, a, A, and scattering ratio, c, data. For each material, the
cross-sections a(x) and a8(x) were assumed to be spatially homogeneous, or in other
words,
'7(1,2)(x)='7(1,2)and '7s(1,2)(x)='7s(1,2)
Furthermore, with Discrete Ordinates we approximate the integral over all angles to
calculate the scalar terms. For example, the scalar fluxes are:
1
(x) =I(x,')d'
i-i
W (x, pm), (46)
rn=1
where N is the order of the quadrature set, and we have normalized the weights, w,
to satisfy
= 2.
The unaccelerated calculations correspond to the problem:
1. one-dimensional slab geometry
2.S4Gauss-Legendre quadrature set
3. steady-state
(47)21
Table 1: Material data
case#: a1: c1: A1: a2: C2: A2:
1 10/990.099/100100/111.011/100
2 10/991.099/100100/110.011/100
3 10/990.999/100100/110.911/100
4 10/990.099/10100/111.011/10
5 10/991.099/10100/110.011/10
6 10/990.999/10100/110.911/10
7 2/1010.0101/20200/1011.0101/20
8 2/1011.0101/20200/1010.0101/20
9 2/1010.9101/20200/1010.9101/20
3.4.1Analytic Results
The analytic-in-space analyses were performed using the MAPLE-V mathematics
package on a Hewlett Packard B-class workstation at Oregon State University. It is
important to note that while the spatial variable has been treated analytically, we
opt to approximate the integral in the scattering term with the Discrete Ordinates
method. For the remainder of this study, we use theS4Gauss-Legendre quadrature
set. The analytic analyses also assume an infinite medium.
After extensive numerical analysis, the fully-explicit scheme represented by (33)
appears to be unstable, that is, the spectral radii were in excess of 1.0. In other words,
the errors from subsequent iterations on the coupling terms were not converging but
were rather increasing in magnitude. This behavior was demonstrated on numerous
test cases, including the nine benchmark cases, and the fully-explicit scheme was
therefore abandoned.
On the other hand, we have analyzed the partially- and fully- implicit methods
of (34) and (35) for a large number of problems with a variety of physical data, and
we have concluded that both methods were stable in all cases.While this is not
a proof of stability, it strongly suggests that these methods are stable.Figures 222
through 10 show the behavior of both implicit schemes. In some cases, it may appear
that the partially-implicit method has a smaller spectral radius than the fully-implicit
method. However, we must remark that the partially-implicit spectral radii of our
analyses actually measure the behavior of the outer iteration loop over the coupling
terms alone; it does not account for the convergence of the scattering term in the
inner iteration loop. Conversely, the analysis of the fully-implicit scheme effectively
observes the behavior of the entire scheme since nested iteration loops were no longer
required.
We can see that the spectral radius for each case occurs when A = 0, otherwise
known as the "flat mode." Therefore, while stable and convergent, this method can
converge slowly in some cases. We conclude that the fully-implicit iteration scheme
is the superior option, and we direct our focus on this method for the remainder of
this study.
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3.4.2Discretized Results
We now verify the fully-implicit analytic results using a FORTRAN-90 discretized-
in-space code which was run on Compaq AiphaServer 4100 Model5/533systems at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. However, aside from the treatment of the
spatial variable, the discretized analysis also assumes that a slab thickness of 5000
cm is sufficient to approximate an infinite medium.
We have chosen to handle the spatial variable with the diamond-difference (DD)
discretization technique.Its stencil is shown in Figure 11. The DD discretization
relates the cell-edge fluxes to the cell-averaged fluxes by
k,m = [+ii,m + k_1/2,m] (48a)
=[+ + k-1/2]
, (48b)
where for convenience, we have used subscripts to denote zone midpoints (k), zone
edges (k + 1/2), and ordinates (m). In accordance with Adams et al. [MAda 89], we
imposed a restriction on the maximum zone size such that:
< [tmj or/x < /1mmjfl (49)
5o2
whichever is the most limiting case.
To obtain the coupled set of DD transport equations, we first integrate the system
zone k
k-1/2 k+1/2
Fig. 11: Diamond-difference discretization stencilof (35) between zone edges Xk_1/2 and xk+1/2:
(t+1) (t+1)
] +[ai+
1 (1+1)
m[ii,+i,mP11,k_1/2,m
A1 ]
AXP1l,k,m
N
+1) Axp22,k,m =aiAxwmpi4m (50a)
A2
m=1
Pm[t+i (1+1)
1 +[a2 +lmH (t+1)
2,k+1/2,mP2'4'2,k_1/2,m
_K;_]
N
Prn (t+1) 1
AX>
(t) = Us2 WmP2'lb2km. (50b)
m=1
Substituting (48) into (50) yields
(t+1) (t+1) 1 r (+i) (+i) 1
Pm[P11,k+1/2,mP11,k_1/2,mj + Ax
[
+ LP11,k+1/2,m + P11k_l/2mj
Au
N
1 Pm
[
(1+1)+p2(t+1) 1 1 --Ax--- p
2 A222,k+1/2,m 2,k_1/2,mj =aS1 wmp1L)1,k,m(51a)
m=1
pmjl
Ep'
(1+1)
Pm[P2/'1) (t+1)
2,k+1/2,mP22,k_1/2,m] + Ax[2+ 2,k+1/2,m+ P22,k_1/2,mj
N
1 Pm
[
(+1)+1(t+1) 1 1
Ax (') --Ax--- Pu
2 A1 1,k+1/2,m 1,k_1/2,mj Us2 wmp2'!)2,k,m .(51b)
m=1
We complete this system of equations through the use of upstream closures such that
the exiting edge fluxes from zonekare the incoming edge fluxes for its neighboring
zone(k1 ork+ 1, depending on the value of pm).
{L'k+1/2,m, Pm > 0
exit,k±1/2,m 1k-1/2,m, pm < 0
(52)
This allows us to formulate explicit equations for the two unknown exiting edge fluxes
during each transport sweep. In other words, while sweeping in a particular direction,we must solve two equations in each zone:
/ (1+1)
Pi V1,k+1/2,m
(t+1)
rzx 1 Lx2 ILm (t)
{[imx]P2ip2,_1/2, + Lm +&2mj LxpiQ+
"1/x 11 Lx
1(Lx\2 ,2 ) (+1) - + ---&2m] L_m + ---&imj\2)A1A2P11,k_1/2,mJ
I 1Lx2l
/
[m+ &2,m]Lm +Uimj ()AA j
m>
/ (+1)
P2Y2,k+1/2,m
where
{r
11tm1 (+1) LX 1 X2 ftmI (t) Lh1mAl] P1,i/2,m +[m +1m] 1P2Q + -------P1Q1,k
//x
1I 1/x\2) (+1) +&imj L_m +&2m] ()AAP22,k_1/2,m
L.x 1 /{[m+&2m] [m+
Lx 1/Lx\2 )
-_&1ifl] A1A2'
(t) 1 (t)
Q(1,2),k=
U(1,2),k,m = a(l,2) +
A(i,2)
27
pm > 0(53b)
After a complete sweep (t > 0 and< 0), we calculate the cell-averaged scalar fluxes
from (48) and (46), and then the resulting ensemble-averaged scalar fluxes for that
iteration according to (19)
(t+1) P11,k +P2k
In the absence of all sources, we expect scalar flux solutions of zero in each material.
By using random initial guesses for the scalar fluxes we excite all the possible errorr4]
modes, and we then measure the spectral radius, p, as we iterate towards the known
solution. The spectral radius was calculated using L2-norms of the ensemble-averaged
scalar flux solutions from subsequent iterations:
(+1)[ x(+1))2l
1/2
Pk
[
x((t) 2
I (55)
k)J
Table 2 compares the results of the discretized analyses with the analytic pre-
dictions. We observe that the discretized, computational calculations are generally
less than the corresponding analytic, theoretical results. This is due primarily to the
truncation of the infinite slab where particles could be "lost" through leakage out of
the slab. For an infinite slab, no particles are lost. In case 6, the computationalp
is greater than the theoretical jp which may be a result of machine precision and/or
round-off error.
Table 2: Performance of the unaccelerated, fully-implicit iteration scheme
case#:
theoretical
p:
computational
p:
relative
error[%]:
1 0.924619 0.92461 -0.00097
2 0.246187 0.24616 -0.01097
3 0.900000 0.89998 -0.00222
4 0.968480 0.96847 -0.00103
5 0.684799 0.68470 -0.01446
6 0.900000 0.90012 +0.01333
7 0.991910 0.99190 -0.00101
8 0.191045 0.19095 -0.04973
9 0.900000 0.89997 -0.0033329
4 A TWO-GRID ACCELERATION SCHEME
The results of our previous Fourier analysis show that the convergence of the fully-
implicit method can be slow for cases where the optically-thick material is purely-
scattering. Therefore, a scheme to accelerate the convergence rate is necessary for
the efficient solution of these problems.
The Adams-Larsen-Pomraning coupled system is analogous to a two-group neu-
tron transport problem with upscattering. For such cases, an iterative scheme would
also encounter slow convergence in the presence of purely- or highly- scattering ma-
terials. Adams and Morel [BAda 93] developed a two-grid acceleration scheme for
the multigroupSNneutron transport equations with upscattering. This method first
approximates the multigroup transport equations with diffusion equations, and then
applies a spectral shape function from this multigroup diffusion system ("fine-grid")
to calculate group-weighted cross-sections for a one-group diffusion equation ("coarse-
grid"). An estimate of the error in theSNsolution iterate is determined from this
one-group diffusion equation, and is used to correct and update each scalar flux so-
lution.
Adams and Morel found that the two-grid acceleration scheme was successful in
improving the convergence rate at a reasonable and economical computational cost
per iteration. Along with a detailed analysis and derivation, Adams and Morel provide
theoretical and computational results that demonstrate the efficiency of this scheme.
In this section, we first derive a similar two-grid acceleration system as applied to
the Adams-Larsen-Pomraning coupled model, and we also describe the acceleration
process. We again compare analytical results to discretized results from the Fourier
analyses of our acceleration scheme.30
4.1Two-Grid Derivation
We now proceed to derive the two-grid acceleration method for our set of coupled
stochastic transport equations. The fine-grid operator is represented by the coupled
transport system of (43) which denotes an exact transport system in terms of iterate
errors:
3 (1+1/2)
(it) + a
(1+1/2) ILPiEi ipif1 (x,p,)
Ox
1
I I I
=
f_ Pi
(x, ji') dii' +
ii (1+1/2) hI (1+1/2)
p2E2 (x, t)XP1 (x, 1)(56a)
itp24 (x it) + a2P2fr112 (x, it)
U82f (1)
piE1(xjt)p2E2 (x,it).(56b) =
J_
P2f(x, i')dji' +J.LJ(1+1/2) I/tI (1+1/2)
A2
From its Fourier system represented by (45), we next obtain the spectral shape func-
tion in the form of the eigenvector,(i,2)(/i) or ,corresponding to the maximum
eigenvalue.
For the derivation of the coarse-grid operator, we begin by adding (56a) and (56b):
O (1+1/2) (1+1/2) (1+1/2)(x it) + a
(1+1/2)
bt[PiEi (x, it) + P22 (x, it)] + aipii 2P22 (x, it)
Ox
f1 1
(1)
(x, it')djt' + LP241 (x,it') dji'. (57)
We apply the assumption that the error solutions can be represented as the products
of a modulation function, Teff(x), and the spectral shape function such that:
(1+1/2)(xt) P(1,2)(1,2) eff(x,t)e(1,2) (it) , (58)
where we normalize this spectral shape function
e9(it)=1. (59)31
This allows us to rewrite (57):
5(1+1/2) 1LTeff(x,) + [ai'(bt) + a2e2()} T2(x, )
Usl (1) °s2 (1) =
J
Pi(x,') djl' +JP212 (x, 'u') dp'.(60)
From a similar definition of errors as (38),
(1) (1)
E(1,2) (x,) = b(i,2) (x, 11) (1,2)(x, [1), (61)
we expand (60) for residual terms to ultimately obtain the coarse-grid equation:
i) +aeff()Tf(x, i)
R1
1/2)
2 (x)
= fUS,eff(')T)f(X, t')dt' +R'12(x)
+
2
' (62)
where we have defined the residual terms
1(1+1/2) (1)1 R12 (x)= Us(1,2)P(1,2) [(1,2) (1,2)]
, (63)
as well as angularly-dependent "effective" cross-sections
= a1e1(ii) +a22(,u) (64a)
Us,eff(/J)=asi1Ca) + as2e2(P). (64b)
It is important to note that while we have derived a two-grid acceleration scheme
based on the Adams and Morel [BAda 93] two-grid method, the fine- and coarse-
grids here involve transport equations. As previously mentioned, Adams and Morel
approximated the low-order transport equation with a diffusion equation.32
4.2Two-Grid Procedure
The acceleration scheme is straightforward. Before iterating, we can first deter-
mine the spectral shape function. In Section 3 our Fourier analyses showed that for
every test case, the maximum eigenvalue occurred at the Fourier fiat mode (A =
0).One accelerated iteration begins with an iteration sweep on the fine-grid us-
ing (53a) and (53b). The residual terms are calculated using the latest scalar flux
solutions in (63), and are then used as a source in the coarse-grid equation (62).
This "effectively-mixed" transport equation is solved for the corrections to the ef-
fective scalar flux. We project the corrections back onto the fine-grid through the
spectral shape function, and add the estimates to the scalar flux solutions to update
the accelerated scalar fluxes:
1
(1,2)(x)
2)(x)+ IT112(x,p') e(l,2)(i)dI. (65)
1
eff
This describes one accelerated iteration, and we continue this process until the scalar
flux solutions converge within a given tolerance value.
4.3Analysis
Upon observation, we note that our two-grid acceleration procedure now employs
three iteration levels: (i), ( + 1/2), and (1 + 1). Therefore, we define Fourier ansatz
sets that are similar in form to (39)
(+1)
P(1,2)E(12)(x,i) w(t+1)(l,2)
(i) (66a)
&+1/2)
P(1,2)(l2) (x,
) wW(l,2) () e (66b)
'eff(x, p) = Weff () e, (66c)
where we can further integrate each angularly-dependent eigenvector over all angles33
to calculate scalar components
E(i,2) (1,2) (b")djI (67a)
(1,2)f
(1,2)(ii') d12' (67b)
Ee11f(/) + (u')]d/i
=feeff12'dP'. (67c)
We begin the Fourier analysis by substituting the ansatz into the fine-grid system
of (56a) and (56b) in a similar fashion as described in Section 3.2.3.
i)(iit+ ai + ()]= (68a)
(/2) +02 + Wi(/2)]= (68b)
This system can be rearranged in terms of IJ(/2) in matrix form,
--
-1
/1
0 E 112 2 1
U82 E
i/LA+a2+X_
0 2
Integrating the solutions over all angles yields scalar quantities such that the system
relates the error in the scalar fluxes at iteration level (+ 1/2) to the scalar flux errors
at level (i). This system can be expressed as
where,
= S'c3E
= scalar error vector from ( + 1/2),
(70)34
S = streaming, collision and coupling matrix,
= scattering matrix, and
E = scalar error vector from (i).
Next, we use(62)to derive the Fourier system corresponding to the coarse-grid
operator:
a(1+1/2) 1r' + 1/2) T12(x,
i_
s,ej1(p')T1 (x,j4dt' (x,[L) + Ueff(/t)eff
1 r(1+1/2) 1 r(1+1/2) (1)
1
= Us1P1 L' (x) -(1)]+ as2P2 L2 (x) 2(x)].(71)
Using the ansatz sets, we rewrite(71),
a(1) ILw () e+aeff()wteeff () e
1pl
i_
Us,eff([L)WefI(ii')edi'
i.XX1 = [wa511e+ a822ej
_[wasiEie+ w1a32E2e] , (72)
but cancelling like-terms and performing the spatial derivative, we arrive at the eigen-
system for the coarse-grid:
1f1
ef I(IL) [ip\ + (Teff (IL)] Us,eff(IL')eff (IL') d[L'
=[a+ a822] [a81Ei +a32E2]. (73)
Alternatively, in matrix form,
eff =SeffOs ('E), (74)
where,35
eff= effective angular flux error vector, and
Seff = streaming, effective collision and ordinate weight matrix.
Finally, the error estimate in the accelerated iterate is given by (65) for which the
respective Fourier ansatz are substituted
1
wE1e= +w(t)
feff ()eei () dj] (75a)
1
1
wE2e=w(t2e+w(t) f () () dji. (75b)
J 1
Approximating the integral using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature set, this coupled
system simplifies to
N
wE1=1 +:i:wmeff(i1rn)i(/tm) (76a)
N
= 2 +Wmeff (Im)e2(Jim), (76b)
m=1
where the ordinate weights are stored in a vector, w. This update system of equations
can be written in the matrix form
wE =4'+Weff. (77)
However, substituting the relationships from the fine-grid, (70), and the coarse-
grid, (74), into (77) yields the governing eigenvalue problem describing the two-grid
acceleration scheme
WE = [S'+W Sei'o (5' oI)] E. (78)
4.4Results
Using the same material data from the Adams et al. [MAda 89] benchmark cases
listed in Table 1, we again perform our Fourier analyses of the two-grid acceleration
scheme through analytic and discretized calculations.36
4.4.1Analytic Results
The analytic MAPLE-V analyses were performed on Sun Ultra-lO workstations
at Oregon State University. The two-grid acceleration technique developed by Adams
and Morel proved to attenuate the spectral radius of the unaccelerated system. From
Section 3, we already know that our largest unaccelerated eigenvalues (spectral radii)
occur at the Fourier flat mode. Table 3 compares the eigenvalues at A = 0 with and
without the acceleration.
Table 3: Eigenvalues at A = 0 with and without acceleration
case
unacceleratedaccelerated
1 0.924619 0.003298
2 0.246187 0.000006
3 0.900000 0.153725
4 0.968480 0.044110
5 0.684799 0.000003
6 0.900000 0.587951
7 0.991910 0.001008
8 0.191045 0.000011
9 0.900000 0.164660
In the multigroup SN problems with upscattering, Adams and Morel found that
the accelerated spectral radius was equal to the second-largest eigenvalue. Although
Adams and Morel derived an exact one-group diffusion equation for the Fourier mode
corresponding to the unaccelerated spectral radius, the acceleration procedure is not
guaranteed to have an impact on the remaining error modes. Furthermore the ef-
fectiveness of the two-grid method showed a dependence on the material properties,
specifically, the cross-sections. While we chose to use an exact "effectively-mixed"
transport equation, this characteristic cannot be dismissed. In fact, the material cou-
pling (characterized by the transition lengths, A) also influences the behavior of the
acceleration scheme when applied to the coupled stochastic mixture system.37
Figures 12 through 20 show the behavior of the two-grid acceleration scheme versus
the respective unaccelerated system at each Fourier mode. We note that for each of
the nine test cases, the accelerated eigenvalues are always less than the unaccelerated
eigenvalues. For cases where the optically-thick material is purely-absorbing (cases
2, 5, and 8), the two-grid acceleration scheme not only attenuates the unaccelerated
eigenvalues at A = 0, but the eigenvalues at intermediate and higher modal frequencies
as well. Unlike the multigroup, upscattering problems treated by Adams and Morel,
the spectral radius of our acceleration scheme does not occur at the same Fourier
mode. While our unaccelerated spectral radii occur at A = 0, the accelerated spectral
radii are found at intermediate and higher Fourier modes.
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4.4.2Discretized Results
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We verify the analytic results of the two-grid acceleration scheme with discretized-
in-space calculations from a FORTRAN-90 implementation code. The same assump-
tions from the unaccelerated discretized-in-space analysis (tolerance, random initial
scalar flux guesses, maximum zone size, etc.) were applied, and we also discretized
the spatial variable, x, using the diamond-difference method.10
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Fig. 20: Eigenvalues of the acceleration scheme (case 9)Already knowing the Fourier mode where the unaccelerated spectral radii occur
allows us to first determine the spectral shape function,from (45). We then begin
the iteration process by sweeping in both directions on the fine-grid with explicit
equations similar to (53a) and (53b). However, in the accelerated case, we denote the
resulting angular flux solutions from the fine-grid with iteration level ( + 1/2)
/ (+1/2)
P11,k+1/2,m
L.Xj IImI (1) (+1/2) LXX
i L']
P22,k_1/2,m + + &2,m]PiQJc + JP2Q2,k
/ Lx zx 1(x\
2
)
(+1/2) +&2,m] [_m+Ulm]
A2P11,k_1/2,m1
/x 11 1
(Lx)2 / {
[m+U2m] Lm + _&im]
AiA2}
m>
(+1/2)
P2'2,k+1/2,m
[tm1 &+1/2)
r
]
LXp2Q pm ()
{[mxjP11,k_1/2,m + L[lm + 2,k+
2A1
r zx 1 2
)
(+1/2)
([ILm+ &1,m]L_m + U2m] AAP22,k_1/2,m }
Lx 11 Lx 1(Lx\2
/ {
[im+a2m] L[tm + imj AA},
m> (79b)
By integrating over all angles with (46) we compute the corresponding scalar fluxes
at (+1/2).
The next task is to solve the "effectively-mixed" transport equation (62) using the
previous and most-recent scalar fluxes, () and (+ 1/2), respectively, to calculate the
residual terms. In order to be consistent with the fine-grid solution, we discretize the
equation with the diamond-difference method. Integrating (62) between zone edges
Xk_1/2 and Xk+1/2, and then substituting the diamond-difference relationship (48)yields
41
Pm Iy(t+1/2)
Leff,k+1/2,m eff,k-1/2,m
1 [T&+1/2)+T(t+h/2) 1 +Ueff,m
[eff,k-1/2,m eff,k+1/2,mj
N R(t+lt2)R&2) 1 1 ,k = WmUs,eff,mTj)fkm +
2+
2,k
.(80)
m=1
Note that the angularfluxerror estimate within the integral has been lagged to the
previous iteration level () so that we can employ the source iteration technique,
i.e., we guess this term, and then iterate until convergence. Solving for the updated
exiting angularfluxerrors, we obtain an explicit equation for one directional sweep
T'eff,k+1/2,m
2/xQ)f,k + 2pm eff,k-1/2,mJeff,mXeff,k-1/2,mPm > 0(81)
2Pm + Oeff,mZXX
where for convenience, we have defined
N R'12R'12 1 ,k ()
Qeff,k = WmUs,eff,mT)fkm +
2+
2,k (82)
m= 1
To complete one accelerated iteration, the coarse-grid angularfluxerror estimateis
weighted by the spectral shape function from the fine-grid operator, integrated over
all angles, and finally added to the scalarfluxsolutions from the fine-grid as described
by (65).
N
(1+1) (1+1/2)+ (1,2),k eff,k,me(1,2),m Wm (83)
m=1
The FORTRAN-90 acceleration code was run with the material data from the nine
test cases, and executed on the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory systems
mentioned in Section 3.4.2. Table 4 compares the unaccelerated theoretical spectral42
Table 4: Performance of the accelerated, fully-implicit iteration scheme
case
unaccelerated
theoretical
jp:
accelerated
theoretical
accelerated
computationalrelative
error [%]:
1 0.924619 0.560205 0.54591 -2.55174
2 0.246187 0.002989 0.00237 -20.70927
3 0.900000 0.518922 0.49588 -4.44036
4 0.968480 0.762446 0.75921 -0.42442
5 0.684799 0.002635 0.00171 -35.10436
6 0.900000 0.763959 0.75565 -1.08762
7 0.991910 0.695584 0.68711 -1.21826
8 0.191045 0.004105 0.00312 -23.99513
9 0.900000 0.405868 0.38535 -5.05534
radii to the accelerated theoretical and computational spectral radii. The latter were
calculated for each iteration according to (55).
For all nine test cases, the accelerated computational spectral radii agree (within
precision and tolerance) with the expected values from the theoretical analyses.
However, the effects of machine precision and round-off error become more promi-
nent, most notably in cases 2, 5, and 8 where the optically-thick material is purely-
absorbing. For these cases, the spectral radii are very small, and could be dependent
on machine type. Also, as in Section 3.4.2, the computational results are less than
the corresponding theoretical results as a consequence of truncating an infinite slab.
Nonetheless, we observe accelerated spectral radii that are, in some cases, signifi-
cantly less than the unaccelerated results. For a simple illustration of the acceleration,
we can predict the number of iterations, Z, required to reduce the error by a certain
factor, say iO, such that
pz=io (84)43
Therefore, from case 1, the unaccelerated system would require approximately
log iO
Z (unaccelerated) 147 iterations,
logO.924619
while the two-grid accelerated system would require only
log i0
Z(accelerated) = 20 iterations!
log 0.560205
We immediately see that this two-grid acceleration scheme can substantially re-
duce the required number of iterations to converge to a solution. Theoretically, for the
purely-absorbing, optically-thick cases, the acceleration scheme should converge after
a single iteration. However, we must note that the analyses covered in Sections 4.3
through 4.4 do not address the convergence of the coarse-grid operator. For the prob-
lems where the effective scattering ratios are close to or equal to unity, the coarse-grid
transport operator can converge very slowly, thereby hampering the efficiency of the
two-grid method. Another acceleration scheme, such as the robust diffusion synthetic
acceleration (DSA) technique, could be used to to solve the coarse-grid operator, and
should eliminate this problem. This is discussed in Section 5.44
5COARSE-GRID DIFFUSION SYNTHETIC ACCELERATION
In our previous analysis of the two-grid acceleration scheme, we neglected the
convergence of the coarse-grid solution. However, since the low-order operator repre-
sented by (62) itself is a transport calculation, it may also converge slowly for highly-
scattering media if solved with Source Iteration. This effect would prove detrimental
to the efficiency of the two-grid acceleration scheme. Therefore, the coarse-grid also
requires an acceleration scheme.
Similar to our two-grid method, the popular technique known as "Diffusion Syn-
thetic Acceleration," or "DSA," employs a low-order approximation to the transport
operator. In this case, however, it is in the form of a diffusion approximation, and its
solution provides a correction factor to update the transport sweep calculation. Since
we choose to solve the coarse-grid with Source Iteration, one coarse-grid iteration now
requires a transport sweepanda diffusion calculation. The additional computational
cost of DSA is justified only if it results in significantly fewer total iterations.
In this section, we begin with a derivation of the acceleration equations, and we
later employ Larsen's 4-step method [Lar 82] to formulate the discretized diffusion
equations for the coarse-grid acceleration. We then present the Fourier analysis and
results of applying DSA.
5.1Derivation of the Diffusion Synthetic Acceleration Equations
For the DSA technique, we derive a diffusion approximation to the low-order
transport equation. The solution of this diffusion approximation is easily obtained
and is used as an exact correction to the Source Iteration flux. To derive the DSA
system of equations, we apply Larsen's 4-step procedure:45
1. Write the transport equation for the exact correction to the Source Iteration
solution of (62).
2. Take the 0th angular moment of the transport equation from Step 1.
3. Take the 1st angular moment of the transport equation from Step 1.
4. Collapse the two equations from Steps 2 and 3 into a diffusion approximation
to (62).
We begin with the low-order transport Source Iteration equation [(62)]:
Th/2)(x, ji) + Jeff ()T"2 (x, /) iLDeff
(+1/2)
1''
,() aj( )Tff(x, ')dp' +R'12(x)
+
(x)
2 2
where a denotes the iteration level(s) for the low-order transport Source Iteration,
and the residual terms are already known from the two-grid calculation. Next, recall
its corresponding exact equation
) + aeff()Teff(x,)
1 '
+R112()R112
2
2 (x) =
f_i
as,e11(/t')Te11(x,')dp?
2
(85)
Subtracting (62) from (85) we obtain another system of equations for iteration errors:
) +aCff()fh/2)(x,
) ax
11
1r1
=
f
Us,eff(/L')Teff(X, /1')d/L'
f_s,e11')T, ji')dii,(86)
where we have defined
f(a+1/2)(x, ii) = Te11 (x,)T'12 (x, i). (87) effEquation (86) can be written as
1P1 pf(+1/2)(x, t) + aff ()f'/2) (x, t)
fa3,ff(')f2 (x, jI)dp'
Dx
1 1 1
.1
+ 1/2) =
f_
a5,11(,')T1(x, IL')di'
f_
s,eii(it')T% (x,')d1'. (88)
We approximate f with a two-term Legendre polynomial expansion in angle:
f(+l/2) (x,t)F1/2) (x)+J(+1/2)(x)
such that F and J satisfy
I1
f112(x,)d', 1
1
J"2(x)= J1
(89)
(90a)
(90b)
Equation (88) then becomes:
aIF(+1/2)(x)+3J(+i/2)(X)]+ U6ff()[F1/2)(x)+3/J(+1/2)(X)]
L2
fs,eff(')
[Fu12)(x)+lJh/2)(x)]d
1f1 1 1 (a+1/2) =
J_
as,eji(ii)Te (x, ii)djt'
f_
s,eij(ii)T% (x, p')di'. (91)
In deriving the diffusion approximation to (88), we first write its 0th angular moment
of (91):
where,
(x) + Ja,eff,OF'2)(x)
Dx
I1 1
seff( )1eff(x, ,])dit'f Us,eff(')T(X, t')dI], (92)
J-1 1
Iaeff(1t')d/' f
as,eff()d
1 1
-1
Ueff,O = 1 and Us,eff,Oi
1 (93)
fdI f_1d/LI47
We also define an "effective" absorption cross-section:
Ua,eff,0 = Uef 1,0as,eff,0. (94)
Taking the 1st angular moment of(91),we obtain:
or,
F(1/2)(x)+ Ueff2J"2(X) = 0,
3 3x
1a
2(x). (95) J112(x)= F
3Oeff,2ox
In this instance, we have defined
3J2Ueff(t')d[t'
1
1
J1
. (96) Oef f,2 =
d,a'1
By substituting(95)into(92)we arrive at the second equation, which is simply a
diffusion equation:
3 1 F(0+h/2)(x)+Ua,eff,OF2)(X)
Ox 3Ueff,2 Ox
1 1
+ 1/2)
fUs,eff()Tff (x,t')d'f aS,Cff()Tff(x,L')d'. (97)
J-1 1
F is an additive correction to the Source Iteration intensity. Applying this cor-
rection gives the new estimate of the scattering reaction rate:
I1
aseff()16ff (x,j')d'
i_i
+ 1/2) =J' Us,eff(')Tf
(x,ji')di'+F1/2)(x)
f
Us,eff(1L')dP'. (98) 1
To summarize the coarse-grid DSA procedure for a given two-grid iteration, we
begin solving the coarse-grid transport equation of(62)using the standard Source It-
eration scheme with an initial guess for T%. The residual terms, R(i,2), act as sourceterms, and are already known from the two-grid calculation of (63). An updated
(c+1/2) . . . a+1 value for Teifis then applied in (97) to determine correction factors, F''
(cH-1) . . that in turn are used to update Tefi .The iteration process is repeated until Teij
is converged within a given tolerance.
5.2Analysis
The Fourier analysis of the coarse-grid DSA begins with (86).
1
I
f(a+1/2)(x/4 + Ueff()f"2(X, ii)
Js,e11(')f(X, t')d'.(99)
As in our previous analyses of Sections 3 and 4, we define the errors, f, as
= (x,/4. (100)
We also rewrite the remaining two acceleration equations with consistent notation:
and
31__PF@+1/2)(X)
+
ox30eff,2 Ox
f1 1
Us,eff()fV2)(X,')dp'fJseff(P)f(X, ')d', (101)
,1
a8,11(')f'(x, ji')djt'
J-1
fas,eff(I)fV2)(x, ')d'+Fh/2)(x)
f
as,eff(it)dp.(102)
We define the Fourier ansatz
f(+i)w'°a(/4e (103a)
f(Q+l/2)wb([I) (103b)
F"2 (1 03c)Substituting the ansatz into (99) yields
[wb(p) e]+ Ueff() [wb() e]
Dx
1P1
=
J_ [wa(ii') e] dpi. (104)
Equation(104)is simplified and solved for b([t),
1J1
as,eff(/i')a(p') d1z'
b(p)
21
(105) i/L + eff ()
Likewise, substituting the ansatz into the diffusion approximation of (101) gives
313[(Cex]+ Ua,eff,O{wCe\x]
Dx3Ue1i,2Dx
11
1 1
Us,ej1(pi) [)b(p) ej d1] fUs,e11(pi) [a(p') e]dpi,(106) 1
which, after taking the second-order spatial derivative, reduces to
1 1
[3aefi,2 +Ua,eff,O]C=IUs,eff(pi)b () dpifas,eff(pi)a (pi) dpi. (107) Ji Ji
We rearrange the equation to solve for C:
where
r 1 1
C=
If
Us,eff(pi)b (p) djt'f
as,eff(pi)a(pi)d] , (108)
L1 1
I
D= +a,eii3O] (109)
L3°eff,2
Using(105)in(108),we obtain an explicit equation for C:
C=Dx
If'
as,eff(pi)a (pi) dpi eff(P)d as,eff(pi)a (pi)d]
[2 1 1iji\ + (Teff (it)or,
50
1 11 1''as,eff(p)
C=Df as,e11(')a (u')djt'
k i_ +
dji]. (110)
1
We now substitute the respective ansatz into the update equation of (102):
Jas,eff(') [wa(/L') e]dji'
1
1
aseff() [w°b(u') e]dii' +[wCe] fas,e1j(')d',
1
which also simplifies to
pl p1 1pl
wjas,eff(/t')a
(') dii
J
CTs,eff(IL')b (ii') dii' +-c
J
U8,ff(/t)d/i.(111)
1 1 21
Finally, substitute the relationships for b(jt) and C into (111),
1 'Us,eff(ii)dji+D'Us,e1j,0
Lf_ +Uff (p)
11P1Us,eff(ii)
dii1].(112) w =
j_Ii+Ueff (ii)
In writing (112), we must note that we have divided out the term
fa,1(')a (ii') dii',
as it is common to each term of the system.
5.3Results
For the Fourier analysis of the coarse-grid diffusion synthetic acceleration scheme,
we again use the material data from the test problems in Adams et al. [MAda 89].
Furthermore, our present analyses were conducted in the same fashion as the analyses
of Sections 3 and 4: analytically- and discretized- in space.51
5.3.1Analytic Fourier Analysis Results
The analytic calculations were performed on the same Ultra-lO workstations at
Oregon State University. We also approximated the integral over angle with theS4
Gauss-Legendre quadrature set. This aspect is consistent with our previous analyses.
Upon inspection of (112), the Fourier flat mode (\=0) bounds the eigenvalues
such that the f1{] term obeys:
Us,eff(/1)
di
Useff(/i)
-1ijA + Jeff () -1 Ueff ()
Moreover, since the effective cross-sections are even functions of angle, the coarse-
grid diffusion synthetic acceleration produces eigenvalues that are always less than
1.0. Figures 21 through 29 illustrate the behavior of the coarse-grid DSA system.
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5.3.2Discretized Implementation Results
We again verify the analytic-in-space results with a discretized-in-space imple-
mentation code. The Compaq AlphaServer 4100 Model 5/533 systems at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory were used to generate the results. For consistency,
we approximate an infinite slab with a slab of length 5000 cm, and we also apply the1.0
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Fig. 29: Eigenvalues of the coarse-grid DSA (case 9)54
assumptions of Sections 3.4.2 and 4.4.2 (tolerance, random initial scalar flux guesses,
maximum zone size, etc.).
To derive a set of discretized DSA equations, we apply Larsen's 4-step method
which we described in Section 5.1.This procedure can be applied to many spa-
tial discretization schemes with symmetric angular quadrature sets. One drawback
to the 4-step method is that complicated discretizations yield algebraically complex
equations. However, our use of the diamond-difference discretization produces alge-
braically simple equations.
We now derive the discretized coarse-grid DSA equations according to Larsen's
4-step method. First, recall the coarse-gridSNequation of (62):
+Ue11,mT = WmUs,eff,mTkm+Rh/2)+Rh/2).
m= 1
Step 1: Obtain an equation for the exact correction. This is represented by the5N
form of (88):
mfh/2)+ eff,rnf
,;1/2)
wmas,eff,mfIm
m=1
where
N N - wa8,ff,eff,k,m' (113) s,eff,meff,k,m
m=1 m=1
Jk,m = -1-eff,k,m eff,k,m
and according to the diamond-difference discretization, we relate the cell-edges to the
cell-midpoints
11(a+1/2) (+1/2) 1
Jk,m [fk-1/2,m + fk+1/2mj (114)55
Integrate (113) between zone edges Xk_1/2 and Xk+1/2
N
[Lmr(+1/2)f(c+1/2) 1 (a+1/2) 1
wma f(c+1/2)
Jk_1/2,m] + Ueff,mfkm 8,eff,mik,m
m=1
N N
-v(cr) - wa3,ff,1eff,k,m (115) s,eff,meff,k,m
m=1 m=1
As in Section 5.1, we approximate f with a two-term Legendre polynomial expansion
(a+1/2)F(h/2)3
Jk,m 2
k +/LmJk
where
N
(a+1/2) F"2= > Wmfkm k
m= 1
N
T(+h/2)
m= 1
We thus rewrite (115)
3j(cx+1/2)l Ipi(c+1/2)+
3 (c+1/2)1
[2k+1/2+ /mk+1/2
]Lx[2k-1/22Pink_l/2
]
(116)
N
3jc+iil [1+hh'2)+
3j(a+1/2)l +aeff,m[F+h/2+ k
]2m=1
m
]
N N
v'(c) - WU 1eff,k,m (118) s,eff,meff,k,m
m=1 m=1
However, sinceis an odd-function, we can immediately simplify (118),
jh/2)l-L F(&+1/2)+
(a+i/2)1
zx[2k+1/2+ I1mk+1/2
jLx[2k-1/2 /tmJk_l/2
]
F
1/2)+mjh/2)l
1F'12 +Ueff,m
[2
k /c
j
s,eff,Ok
N N
-Y,(cr) - WmUT'12 wmas,eff,m 1eff,k,m' (119) s,eff,meff,k,m
m=1 m=l56
where for the discretized calculations, the 0th angular moments of the cross-sections
are defined as, for example,
m= 1
0s,ef 1,0 N
wm
m= 1
and
N
F'12 (c+1/2)
k = Wmfk,m
m=1
N
j(+l/2) (a+1/2)
rnl-lmfk,m
m= 1
Step2: We proceed by taking the 0th angular moment of (119) and (114)
1Ej1
j+1/2]
+ aa,eff,OF, k+1/2 k-1/2
and
N N
,y'(c) - : WmUs,eff,m I eff,k,m WmUs,eff,meff,k,m'
m=1 m=1
F°'12
1IF(+1/2)F'12 k
Lk-1/2+k+1/2
Step3: We evaluate the 1st angular moment of (119) and (114)
11F +1/2)-F(ch/2)l (c--1/2
[k+1/2 k-1/2j+ Ueff,2Jk = 0,
and
Here, we define
T(+h/2)-
E +j(a1/2)l
2 k+1/2 j
3
m= 1
eff,2 N
>Wm
m= 1
(120)
(121a)
(121 b)
(122)
(123)
(124)
(125)
(126)57
Step :Collapse the system to a single equation. For convenience, we first define
N N - wcr (127) k s,eff,meff,k,m s,eff,meff,k,m
m=1 m=1
Add (119) for zoneskandk + 1
(a+1/2) (a+1/2)
[Ij(a+1/2)
j(a+1/2)l+xaa,eff,oFk +XUa,eff,0Fk+l k+3/2 k-1/2]
= +Lxe112 k+1 ' (128)
then add and subtractj(c+l/2)to the [] term k+1/2
(c+1/2) (+1/2)
[[j(c+1/2)
j(a+1/2)lr(+1/2)j(c+1/2)l+XJa,eff,OFk +XUa,eff,OFk+l k+3/2 k+1/2][ k+1/2 k-1/2]
= + (129) k+1
Rearrange (124) for an equation similar to Fick's Law:
- 1 1F +1/2)-F+h/2' (130) k 3Lxaff,2[k+1/2 k-1/2]
or, utilizing the diamond-difference relationships of (125),
Ij(a+1/2)j(c+1/2)l 2IF(h/2)-Fh/2)l (131)
Lkl/2 k+1/2] 3LXOeff,2Lk+1/2 k-1/2j
Finally, substituting (131) into (129) and also using (123) yields the discretized dif-
fusion equation
1 [F(h/2)-Fh/2)l
1
[F(Q+h/2)-Fh/2)l
3xoff,2Lk+3/2 k+1/2] +3LXU ff2[k+1/2 kl/2]
p(c+l/2)LxaF'12+ F'12 +XUa,eff,0k+3/2+ a,ef 1,0k+1/2 XJa,ef f,0k-1/2
=xerh/2)+xeit-l1/2) (132)
We note that (132) is a three-point stencil for correction factors, F, at cell-edges
k1/2,k +1/2, andk +3/2. A variety of linear solvers could be employed to solveI.J
this tridiagonal system. The resulting correction factors F°4"2are then used to k
correct and updateeff,k,rn
N N N
a+1)
eff,k,m = WmU T+l/2)F+h/2) WmUs,eff,m.(133) Seff,meff,k,m -1--
2
k
m=1 m=1 m=1
Table 5 contains results from the coarse-grid DSA scheme compared with the
Fourier analysis. The errors, most noticeably in cases 2 and 5, could be consequences
of any errors from the fine-grid calculations. These errors could then carry over and
influence the coarse-grid results. As in Section 3.4.2 and Section 4.4.2, the discretized
computational spectral radii are less than the corresponding analytic spectral radii.
This is principally due to the approximation of the infinite slab medium.
Table 5: Performance of the coarse-grid DSA scheme
case#:
accelerated
theoretical
accelerated
computationalrelative
error[%]:
1 0.180038 0.17282 -4.00915
2 0.025340 0.01470 -41.98895
3 0.153975 0.14665 -4.75727
4 0.237271 0.22913 -3.43110
5 0.096444 0.05254 -45.52279
6 0.153975 0.14665 -4.75727
7 0.192683 0.18496 -4.00814
8 0.024467 0.02446 -0.02861
9 0.153975 0.14781 -4.0039059
6CONCLUSION
In this study, we have presented several key components to deterministically solve
neutral particle transport equations in binary stochastic media. Here, the underlying
objective is to formulate transport equations for ensemble-averaged quantities (an-
gular and scalar fluxes) and higher statistical moments (variance). We first derive
the Adams-Larsen-Pomraning coupled stochastic transport model from the standard
Boltzmann transport equation with an emphasis on particle conservation across an
interface. This model is formally exact until we apply a simple approximation to close
the system. Although the model was developed for arbitrary statistics, we assume
the mixing statistics are known and can be described through homogeneous Markov
processes.
In Section 3, we then proposed three candidate iteration schemes to solve the
one-dimensional Adams-Larsen-Pomraning coupled model for the ensemble-averaged
scalar flux unknowns. Our Fourier analyses of the three iteration schemes suggest
that only two of three methods are stable and convergent. As we applied a variety
of physical data to the partially- and fully- implicit iteration schemes, we predicted
the convergence behavior and effectiveness by calculating the spectral radius of each
method. The theoretical results were verified with computational results from an
implementation code.For all nine test cases, the spectral radii for both methods
correspond to the eigenvalue of the Fourier flat mode (.\ = 0). In some cases, most
notably where the optically-thick material is purely- or highly- scattering, we found
that both iteration schemes can converge slowly. For the partially-implicit case, we
were unable to determine the spectral radius of the entire method since nested it-
eration loops were required: a loop over the scattering term, and another over the
coupling terms. On the other hand, we can solve the fully-implicit scheme with
Source Iteration and without a nested iteration loop structure. The spectral radiusof the entire scheme can be measured directly, and we therefore infer that the fully-
implicit method is the preferred iteration scheme. However, since Source Iteration is
prone to slow convergence behavior in the presence of large amounts of scattering, an
acceleration scheme is necessary to solve the highly scattering test cases.
Adams and Morel [BAda 93] originally developed a two-grid acceleration scheme
for the multigroupSNneutron transport equations with upscattering. In Section 4,
we draw the analogy of our two material system to that of a two energy-group trans-
port problem, deriving an acceleration scheme based on the Adams and Morel two-
grid technique. The premise of this two-grid acceleration is to devise a low-order
(coarse-grid) approximation to the original (fine-grid) coupled transport system. A
spectral shape function, in the form of an eigenvector corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue of the fine-grid iteration scheme, weights the "effective" cross-sections of
the coarse-grid transport equation. The coarse-grid solution is subsequently used to
correct the updated value of the ensemble-averaged quantities. However, unlike the
two-grid system of Adams and Morel, our fine- and coarse- grid operators both in-
volve transport equations. Our theoretical and computational results indicate that
this two-grid acceleration scheme provides an effective and efficient means for accel-
erating the convergence rate of the fully-implicit method for, at least, the nine test
cases. The analyses show that the accelerated spectral radii are not guaranteed to
occur at the same Fourier mode as the unaccelerated spectral radii. In fact, the ac-
celerated spectral radii now correspond to intermediate and higher frequency error
modes since the two-grid acceleration successfully attenuates the unaccelerated low-
frequency eigenvalues. While we see significant acceleration in many test cases, the
degree of improvement is dependent on the material properties.
The coarse-grid solution requires a transport calculation, and is thus also vulner-
able to slow convergence if scattering is present in one or both materials. Diffusion
synthetic acceleration (DSA), applied appropriately, is a robust, unconditionally sta-61
ble method to accelerate such transport calculations with highly scattering regions.
For each iteration, a transport sweep is followed by a low-order diffusion calculation.
The diffusion solutions are correction factors to update the coarse-grid transport
sweep solutions. In Section 5, we illustrate the development of the coarse-grid dif-
fusion synthetic acceleration system of equations. Using Larsen's 4-step method, we
then obtain the discretized form of the 3-point diffusion equation. The analytic and
discretized Fourier analyses show that the coarse-grid DSA spectral radii are, for most
cases, much less than 1.0. Implementing DSA will be vital for further analysis of the
two-grid system when the effective scattering ratio is close to unity.
We have made several restrictions in these studies. Although our model describes
neutral particle transport in stochastic media, future studies could extrapolate the
model for other types of radiation transport, including charged particles. Further-
more, we have only considered a background of two materials, but realistically, a
medium could be composed of an arbitrary number of materials where each material
has a corresponding transport equation. The model itself is not limited to two: for
N materials, the coupled system would contain N equations with N coupling terms
in each.
Our derivation of the coupled stochastic model assumes the special case of ho-
mogeneous Markov mixing statistics. Other research has incorporated various non-
Markovian statistical models. Renewal theory, for one, has been used to describe
stochastic transport in a binary mixture. Moreover, the mean chord lengths may not
be exponentially distributed as we have assumed.
Several aspects of the two-grid acceleration scheme still warrant further investiga-
tion. First, the low-order transport operator defines an "effectively-mixed" transport
equation, and perhaps this operator could be an accurate approximation to the cou-
pled stochastic transport problem. For our two-grid scheme, we employ transport
operators on both grids. If one, or both, grids could instead use diffusion operators,62
the overall two-grid computational cost will decrease. The transport operators must
perform transport sweeps, an iteration on the scattering term, and a diffusion cal-
culation (DSA). Conversely, the diffusion operators simply require a linear algebra
solver.
Further exploration into neutron transport in multi-dimensional stochastic geome-
tries is also necessary for realistic applications. This includes the analysis of iteration
schemes, as well as the generation of multi-dimensional transport benchmark cal-
culations. In two-dimensions, realizations of Markovian statistics involve polygonal
meshes [Har 84].In three-dimensions, polyhedral grid transport algorithms will be
necessary. This is a non-trivial extension of our work and is left as future work.63
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